Amended Technology Upgradation Fund Scheme (A-TUFS)

(13.01.2016 to 31.03.2022)

Circular No. 1
(2017-2018 series)

The Technical Advisory-Cum-Monitoring Committee (TAMC) of Amended Technology Upgradation Fund Scheme (A-TUFS) in its 7th meeting held on 21.04.2017 at Mumbai decided to include the following additional guidelines as additional requirements and criteria while considering the request of the machine manufacturers for inclusion under ATUFS:

i. Valid/Renewed ISO 9000 (ISO 14000 for processing machines & ISO 18000 for energy saving machines) or equivalent Quality Certification as per list in Appendix 2I of the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-2020.

ii. An undertaking from the machine manufacturer that in future if it will be found that they have supplied machine other than the benchmarked machinery, the list of which has been put up in the website under ATUFS and on which ATUFS can be claimed, then their enlistment under ATUFS will be cancelled.

iii. Sales figures in domestic and international markets.

iv. Establishment details of the textile machinery manufacturing units

This may please be brought to the notice of all concerned.

To
All Concerned.

Copy to
1. All members of IMSC & TAMC.
2. Smt. Pushpa Subrahmanyam, Additional Secretary, Ministry of Textiles, New Delhi – 110107
3. Ms. Jaya Dubey, Director, Ministry of Textiles, New Delhi – 110107
4. All Banks/Lending agencies.
5. Secretaries (Textiles) of all states
6. To all Major Textile Industry Associations/ Trade Associations/ All India Industry Associations/ Chambers of Commerce & Industry.
7. Development Commissioner (Handlooms), O/o DC Handloom, N. Delhi
8. Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), O/o DC (Handicrafts), N. Delhi
10. Member-Secretary, Central Silk Board, Bangalore.
11. Director General, NIFT, N. Delhi
12. The Directors of all TRAs
13. Executive Directors of all EPCs

(Handing over)

( Dr. Kavita Gupta)

Textile Commissioner
15. Prominent News Agencies.
16. Officer in-charge of All Regional Offices of the Textile Commissioner
17. Secretary, Textiles Committee, Mumbai
18. Officer In-charge of all Powerloom Service Centers.

(Dr. Kavita Gupta)
Textile Commissioner